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Abstract 

Under the concept of "Industry 4.0", production processes will be pushed to be increasingly interconnected, 
information based on a real time basis and, necessarily, much more efficient. In this context, capacity optimization 
goes beyond the traditional aim of capacity maximization, contributing also for organization’s profitability and value. 
Indeed, lean management and continuous improvement approaches suggest capacity optimization instead of 
maximization. The study of capacity optimization and costing models is an important research topic that deserves 
contributions from both the practical and theoretical perspectives. This paper presents and discusses a mathematical 
model for capacity management based on different costing models (ABC and TDABC). A generic model has been 
developed and it was used to analyze idle capacity and to design strategies towards the maximization of organization’s 
value. The trade-off capacity maximization vs operational efficiency is highlighted and it is shown that capacity 
optimization might hide operational inefficiency.  
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1. Introduction 

The cost of idle capacity is a fundamental information for companies and their management of extreme importance 
in modern production systems. In general, it is defined as unused capacity or production potential and can be measured 
in several ways: tons of production, available hours of manufacturing, etc. The management of the idle capacity 
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This paper considers how the arrival pattern of passengers affects international terminal operations, including major 
outbound processes such as check-in, security screening, and immigration. The pattern of passenger arrivals is 
considered an important factor in planning airport-terminal facilities, such as the number of check-in counters and 
service agents, along with the operation times of passenger check-in and queue length. A Discrete-Event Simulation 
(DES) model was used to address this problem. It was built using ExtendSim V9.2 simulator software. The DES 
model can also be used to identify the system’s bottlenecks. Numerical testing shows that different arrival patterns 
have a significant impact on the performance of operational processes to determine the best policy for passenger 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, airports have played a significant role in driving the economy and connecting cities and countries 
around the world. Numerous travellers prefer to travel by airline rather than other transportation modes, such as trains, 
buses, and private cars. Based on the International Air Transport Association (IATA, 2014) report, in 2013, the number 
of airline travellers exceeded 3 billion passengers, a growth of about 5.1% compared with the previous year[1]. The 
pattern of passenger arrivals is considered an important factor in planning airport-terminal facilities, such as the 
number of check-in counters and service agents, along with the operation times of passenger check-in and queue 
length [2, 3]. The arrival pattern of passengers and the rate of passenger arrivals are affected by many factors, including 
flight-departure times, type of traveller (business/leisure), and flight destination. According to [4], passengers with 
early flights generally arrive later than the statistical average. The airport check-in rules are considered significant 
factors influencing passenger-arrival patterns at the airport [5]. Most airports share some common arrival behaviours 
for passengers in international terminals. These behaviours are as follows:  

 
• 90% of passengers arrive at the airport 60 minutes before departure time;  
• Business passengers arrive later than leisure passengers;  
• The peak hours of check-in are 100–120 minutes before the departure time; and  
• In the morning, the peak hours are shorter but busier than in the evening [6, 7]. 

 
A simulation model has been developed to analyse the effect of passenger arrival variation. This model also 

investigates the influence of arrival patterns on the efficiency of airport-terminal processing and focuses on mandatory 
processes, including check-in, security checkpoints, and immigration. The outcome of this analysis could help in 
setting the time-of-arrival policy for international airports. To determine the most suitable arrival policy for an airport, 
two basic parameters are critical: the mean value of time before flight and the arrival time before flight. Two 
experiments were conducted to investigate the influence of these parameters on arrival patterns and airport terminals 
at check-in points. Finally, we present the strategy for determining the optimum policy for the airport. 

2. Literature Review  

This section discusses different types of models used in the study of current problems occurring in airport-terminal 
systems. These models focus particularly on departure systems to measure the performance of workstations and to 
understand significant factors affecting system performance. Wu and Mengersen [8] point out that existing airport 
models can be categorised into four types: ‘capacity planning, operational planning and design, security policy and 
planning, and airport performance review’. These models can be based on analytic, simulation, or hybrid approaches. 
They require different levels of detail (e.g. macroscopic, microscopic, and mesoscopic) and have deterministic and 
stochastic characteristics [8, 9]. The models capture different performance metrics for ‘operational efficiency’, 
including service time, queue length, and congestion. Several models have been developed. The methods can be 
separated into four categories – analytical, simulation, optimisation, and integrated models [8, 10-13]. Takakuwa and 
Oyama [14] developed a microscopic simulation model of an airport terminal in order to assess passenger flow, with 
a primary focus on international departures. Their model considers the influence of such variables as flight schedules, 
passenger nationality, walking speed, volumes of bags, and passenger group size to analyse the facilitation process 
capacity. Recent research conducted by Alodhaibi, Burdett [1] employed Discrete-Event Simulation (DES) models to 
identify potential bottlenecks occurring between kerbside and boarding procedures. The key input of the model is the 
flight schedule, which describes flight size, scheduled departure time, and the airline. The simulation results show that 
the flight schedule influences passenger flow and suggest that integrated flight-schedule creation and passenger-flow 
modelling can help address the issues of passenger flow within an international terminal.  

3. ExtendSim Simulation Models  

In this paper, a DES of passenger flow and queuing through different airport facilities has been implemented using 
the simulation software package, ExtendSim. This enables developers to connect blocks together in order to 
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move items through the system from the beginning of processes until the item exits the system [15]. This software 
package facilitates the simulation of passenger flow in the context of processes within the airport. This will assist in 
identifying any existing or expected bottlenecks and passenger-processing times. It also can be a supportive tool to 
provide the optimisation of operational capabilities and the personnel resources required to minimise processing times. 
In addition, this simulation package has the capability to program the assumptions of a system via a variety of blocks 
and connections. The simulated arrivals at the airport terminal can be generated according to a prescribed statistical 
distribution that mimics the behaviour of passengers in real life. The blocks are activated when entities pass through 
them, demonstrating the operations that are performed in the system [16]. The input for the outbound simulation model 
consists of the following: flight attributes, outbound passenger attributes, passenger-processing facility requirements, 
the service characteristics of individual facilities, and the arrival characteristics of the system [17]. 

3.1. Development of the passenger-arrival process model  

Passenger-arrival time is treated as a random variable. The distribution of passengers arriving at the check-in 
counters varies by time of day, day of week, airport, season, type of passenger, etc. Other factors, such as the mode 
of transportation and the security requirements, are not considered. Furthermore, this model explains the behaviours 
of any passenger (business or leisure). The flight schedule was obtained from an international airport and used as input 
for the model to eestimate the volume of passengers showing up at the terminal and the passenger-arrival pattern 
during the day (24 h). 
 Several different statistical distributions can describe the arrival profile based on the given flight schedule. These 
distributions include the exponential distribution, uniform distribution, empirical distribution, and normal distribution 
[18–20]. From these, the normal distribution was selected to characterise the passenger-arrival pattern. Figure 1 depicts 
the flow chart used to obtain the arrival pattern under normal distribution from the flight-schedule data. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
The modelling procedure for estimating the volume of passengers arriving at the airport over time is based on the 

following algorithm: 
 
• Obtain flight schedule of the airport, including the related flight information that contains the airline, 

scheduled time of departure, and number of passengers on each flight.  
• Select the policy for passenger-arrival time at the international airport. For example, 2 hours, 3 hours, or 4 

hours beforehand (scheduled departure time).  
• Determine the relevant distribution, along with critical parameters such as mean and standard deviation.  

Fig. 1. Flowchart for modelling passenger arrivals at the international terminal 
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• Calculate the probability distribution function (PDF) and the cumulative distribution function for each 
flight	(𝑖𝑖) to determine the number of passengers arriving per time interval before the departure time.  

• Add the number of passengers arriving at each time interval for each flight to estimate the incremental total 
number of passengers arriving for all flights. Thereby, the aggregate numbers of passengers arriving per time 
interval can be obtained for the entire flight timetable[5]. 

3.1.1. Generation departing passengers 
 
Generated departing passengers can be represented by objects or items in structure of the simulation. The departing-

passenger generation model is based on basic flight-schedule information, such as departure time, the time the 
departure gate opens and closes, and the flight code. The first step is to generate a flight-attributes table, which is a 
vital component of the DES. Flight attribute refers to the necessary information for the establishment of the outbound 
system. There are three types of flight attributes: flight schedules, passenger characteristics, and boarding 
characteristics. The next step is to generate the attributes of outbound passengers. Each passenger should have unique 
attributes, characterising the exact nature of the arriving passengers. An algorithm is developed and implemented in 
VBA within Excel. To understand these characteristics greater, passengers’ attributes were divided into five main 
phases as shown in Figure 2. The third step is to link the outbound passenger-attributes table with ExtendSim through 
the global-array database. The global array is a two-dimensional (row and column) selection of data accessible by any 
block in the model. The role of the global array is to move information between blocks when a direct connection is 
either impossible or inconvenient and to exchange data or store information that can be accessed by a row and column 
index. 
 

Fig. 2. The input modelling of outbound simulation model 
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4. Model demonstration  

 The developed model has been applied to the Brisbane International Airport (BNE). The model describes the main 
characteristics of BNE in terms of flight schedule, passenger-flow processes, and a variety of functional areas and 
facilities. Hence, the aim of the model is to provide insight into the impact of the variability of arrival patterns at the 
international terminal processing points. The first set is conducted to study the impact of different arrival times at the 
airport given fixed µ (see Table 1). The second set investigates the impact of a variable mean value given a fixed 
arrival time (such as 3 hours before departure time) as shown in Table 2. 

 Table 1. Selection of Ω values under a fixed µ values.            Table 2. Selection of Ω values under different µ values. 

       

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

A combination of 26 arrival time policies at an international airport were simulated. These policies involved 
passengers arriving at the airport 2 hours, 2.5 hours, 3 hours, 3.5 hours, and 4 hours before departure. The simulation 
model was conducted a number of times to investigate the effect of many different arrival patterns, and especially the 
possible effect on passenger flow at terminal processing points. 

4.1. Behaviour of departing-passenger arrival profile  

For a given µ value, the arrivals patterns were calculated using the approach proposed in Section 1. This procedure 
was followed for every µ value where: 	µ	 = {60,90,120,150, 180,210} . Figure 3 illustrates arrival profiles of 
departing passengers for different times before flight Ω under a given mean µ. For any given µ, the arrival pattern is 
similar for any Ω value that has the condition Ω>µ. Despite the slight differences for this situation, the figure shows 
that the arrival pattern with different Ω values is similar, irrespective of the µ value. However, for the graphs Ω<=µ, 
the arrival pattern shows variation from other graphs in certain regions as follows: 

 
•  For µ<=120, a considerable increase of PAX of can be seen in the Ω=120 curve in the time interval around 

12:00 h to 20:00 h. 
• For µ=150, considerable increase of PAX can be seen in the Ω=150 curve in the time interval around 07:00 h 

to 22:00 h. 
•  For µ>=180, slight decrease of PAX of can be seen in the Ω=180 and 210 curves in Graphs (e) and (f) 

respectively in the time interval around 14:00 h to 22:00 h.  
 

   On the other hand, the behaviour of arrival patterns for a given time before the scheduled departure time under 
different values of mean µ has similar trends for every mean value. Figure 4 illustrates the arrival profile of the 
departing passengers for a given time before the scheduled departure time under different value of mean µ. For each 
plot, the peak value is the same for any mean values. All plots reach their peak in the time interval around 05:00 h to 
10:00 h and in the time interval 20:00 h to 24:00 h. In this case, for any graphs where Ω<=µ, arrival patterns show 
little variation compared with what we have seen in the case study. 

Ω	(min)      Mean value µ (min) 

120 60 90 120     

150 60 90 120 150    

180 60 90 120 150 180   

210 60 90 120 150 180 210  

240 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 

µ (min) Sets of time before departure Ω	(in min) 

 60 120 150 180 210 240 

 90 120 150 180 210 240 
120 120 150 180 210 240 
150 150 180 210 240  
180 180 210 240   
210 210 240    
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5. Simulation results  

This section discusses the effect of different arrival patterns on the airport-terminal processing points, including 
check-in, security screening, and immigration. The key performance metrics, such as waiting time, average waiting 
time, queue length, and average queue length, have been considered in this analysis. In the first experiment, the queue 
lengths and waiting time decrease when required arrival time before a flight is increased, as shown in Table 3, The 
minimum queue length of immigration processes was found at Ω=240 with µ=60 min. In the check-in process, the 
maximum queue length occurs at Ω=240 min with µ=60 min and µ=90 min. In contrast, in the second experiment, the 
queue lengths increase from check-in processes to immigration.  

Fig 3. Departing of passenger arrival profiles at airport terminal for different (Ω) under given (µ): (a) µ= 60 min; (b) 
µ=90 min; (c) µ= 120 min; (d) µ=150 min; (e) µ =180 min (f) µ= 210 min. 

Fig. 4. Departing passenger arrival profiles at airport terminal for different (µ) given (Ω): (a) Ω=120 min; (b) Ω=150 
min; (c) Ω=180 min; (d) Ω=210 min; (e) Ω=240 min 
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Moreover, the corresponding µ value for check-in remains at 60 min until Ω increases to 210 min. Afterwards, the 

corresponding maximum queue length occurs at µ=240 min for Ω=240 min. The minimum queue length for check-in 
starts at 90 min with Ω=120 min. As Ω increases, this value reaches 150 min. The variation of queue length with 
changing µ is not always the same for any Ω. In order to understand the best policy that satisfies check-in, security 
screening, and immigration in terms of minimum waiting time and length of queue, we assumed that all three processes 
have the same priority with equal factor 33.3%.  This factor is multiplied by the KPIs values of each process. Then, 
for each scenario, we compute the sum of the particular KPI value to get the total value for all three processes.   

According to the graph below, the minimum queue length occurred at scenario number 5, while the policy of Ω = 
150 under µ = 120 min gives minimum value for both queue length and waiting time. This scenario was selected as 
the best policy. 
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before flight Ω and mean µ before the flight and how they impact the performance of an international terminal system. 
Observations of the first experiment show that for a given µ under different Ω values there is a significant influence 
on the departing passengers’ profiles, especially during time before flight Ω<=µ. However, in the second set of 
experiments, the behaviour of arrival patterns is similar for all scenarios. Furthermore, the simulation results 
demonstrate how much congestion the airport will incur.  

Taken together, the numerical explorations of this article suggest that the best policy is arrival at the airport Ω =2.5 
hours beforehand under mean time before flight µ = 120 min.  

Future research will focus on the following fields of modelling: 
• Investigating the impact of arrival patterns with respect to different distribution functions. 
• Extending the simulation model to inbound passenger processes within an international terminal. 
• Investigating the impact of arrival patterns on the resource-allocation management, including both systems of an 

international terminal outbound/inbound. 
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